**Eagle - SH-44 Pathway**

January 1, 2022 → December 31, 2022

**Location**

![Map of Eagle - SH-44 Pathway]

**Distribution by User Type**

- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway Pedestrian**
  - Daily Average: 15
  - Compared to 01/02/2022 → 02/13/2022
  - Change: -44.6%

- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway Cyclist**
  - Daily Average: 19
  - Compared to 01/02/2022 → 02/13/2022
  - Change: -33.5%

**Daily Avg. - Week - Pedestrians**

- Date range: 01/01/2023 → 02/12/2023
- Daily Average: 15
- Change: -44.6%

**Daily Avg. - Weekend - Pedestrians**

- Date range: 01/01/2023 → 02/12/2023
- Daily Average: 7
- Change: -2.7%

**Daily Avg. - Week - Cyclists**

- Date range: 01/01/2023 → 02/12/2023
- Daily Average: 12
- Change: +18.2%

**Daily Avg. - Weekend - Cyclists**

- Date range: 01/01/2023 → 02/12/2023
- Daily Average: 12
- Change: +18.2%
Eagle - SH-44 Pathway

**Daily traffic**

**Counts**

- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway**
- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway Pedestrian**
- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway Cyclist**

Monthly traffic

date_range 01/01/2020 → 02/12/2023

**Counts**

- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway**
- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway Pedestrian**
- **Eagle - SH-44 Pathway Cyclist**
Annual Comparison - Cyclists
date_range 01/01/2020 → 02/12/2023

Hourly Profile - Cyclists
date_range 01/01/2023 → 02/12/2023

Hourly Profile - Cyclists
date_range 01/01/2023 → 02/12/2023